Tagcheck is an innovative, cost effective series of tagging systems for plant. It can be incorporated within an Allianz Engineering, Construction & Power client’s planned in-service inspection programme.

**WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?**

- Minimise potential for accidents by reducing risk of uninspected plant being used
- Enhances existing Health and Safety procedures
- Immediate recognition for site staff that equipment has been satisfactorily inspected
- Markers are clear, durable and waterproof and should not interfere with the operation of equipment
- Flexible systems which are suitable for a wide range of equipment.

- This system is only suitable for a site where all tagged items have a 6 monthly inspection periodicity and are inspected within the same month.
- In situations where tags cannot be applied, we are able to offer a sticker solution
  - An adhesive plastic base label is stuck to the item of tackle onto which a coloured sticker is fixed.

**OUR CORE TAGGING SYSTEMS ARE DESCRIBED BELOW:**

**Single coloured tags or stickers**

- Ideal for lifting tackle
- Clearly shows that an item of equipment has been satisfactorily inspected and can be used
- Site control notice(s) are provided to show the current colour

1. Coloured tags and sleeves
2. Neutral coloured tags with dated PVC discs or stickers
3. Single coloured tags or stickers
4. Neutral coloured tags with dated PVC discs or stickers
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Coloured tags and sleeves

- Designed for lifting tackle that may move between sites; or for large sites where examinations are not all completed within the same month
- This system is suitable for all inspection intervals
- The tags are available in 12 different colours, each colour representing a different month. The tag indicates the month that the next inspection is due
- A tag wrap (sleeve) then indicates the year that the next inspection is due
- Site control notice(s) are provided to show which colour represents which month so it is clear to site staff when the item of tackle is next due to be examined.

Neutral coloured tags with dated PVC discs or stickers

- Ideal for lifting machinery and suitable for all inspection periodicities
- The disc indicates the month and year that the item is next due to be examined

In situations where tags cannot be applied, we are able to offer a sticker solution

- An adhesive plastic base label is stuck to the item of machinery onto which a dated sticker is fixed which indicates the month and year that the item is next due to be examined.

In addition to our standard systems, we are also able to provide a variety of bespoke solutions which include:

Soft rubber tags – suitable for lifting items in the nursing industry such as patient slings. These hard wearing durable coloured tags can withstand the high temperatures of washing machines as well as being non-abrasive to patients’ limbs.

Vinyl stickers – have the strength and durability to be used on some pressure plant as well as also being an alternative sticker option for lifting equipment.

Coloured wired tags – in arduous environments such as quarries and construction sites our coloured wire tags may be an ideal solution.

These options are not exhaustive. If you have any particular requirements we would be pleased to hear from you.